Abstract-Acoustic sources found in the ocean environment are spatially complex and broadband, complicating the analysis of received acoustic data considcrably. A modcl-based approach is developed for a broadband source in a shallow ocean environment characterized by a normalmode propagation model. Here w e develop the "optimal" Bayesian solution to the broadband pressure-field enhancement and modal function extraction problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic sources found in the hostile ocean environment are complex both spatially and temporally being broadband rather than narrowband. When propagating in the shallow ocean these source characteristics complicate the analysis of received acoustic data considerably--especially in littoral regions providing an important challenge for signal processing. It is this broadband or transient source problem that leads us to a model-based signal enhancement solution.
The localization of transient sources has long been a problem with keen interest in the ocean acoustic community primarily because most targets are broadband. Initial efforts began with a temporal matched-filter approach [l-41. Here the assumed source location was used to provide a replica employed t o match to the measured data. An alternative to the temporal matched-filter evolved as a natural extension to matched-field/matched modc processing which entails the "matching" of a prcdicted to a measured pressure-field under the assumed source location. After an exhaustive search, the location selected was that which provided a maximum value in the so-called ambiguity surface [5-lo] . The uncertainty of the ocean medium motivates the use of stochastic models to capture the random nature of the phenomena ranging from ambient noise and scattering to distant shipping [ll-121 . Therefore, processors that do not take these effects into account are doomed to large estimation errors. When contemplating the broadband problem, it is quite natural to develop temporal techniques especially if the underlying model is the full wave equation; however, if we assume a normal-mode propagation model then it seems more natural to: (1) filter the broadband receiver outputs into narrow bands; Newport, RI 02841 (2) process each band with a devoted processor; and then (3) combine the narrowband results [5, 7, 13] to create a broadband solution. One apparent advantage to this approach is t o utilizc narrowband signal processing techniques thereby providing some noise rejection and intermediate enhancement for the next stage. This is the approach we take in this paper to construct our broadband model-based processor (MBP).
Employing a vertical array of hydrophone sensors, the enhancement of noisy broadband acoustic pressurefield measurements using a multichannel model-based technique is discussed. Here a model-based approach is developed for the broadband source using a normalmode propagation model. Propagation theory predicts that a different modal structure evolves for each spectral line; therefore, it is not surprising that the multichannel model-based solution to this problem results in a scheme that requires a "bank" of processors-each employing its own underlying modal structure for the narrow frequency band that it operates over. The model-based solution using state-space forward propagators was developed using first principles where it was shown that each processor is decoupled in modal space and recombined in the measurement space to provide enhanced estimates [13] .
We provide a brief discussion of the broadband problem in Sec. I1 and state the underlying state-space model structures discussed previously in [13] . Next in Sec. I11 we develop the broadband model-based processor showing that it is in fact the "optimal" Bayesian solution to the signal enhancement problem. We summarize our results in the final section and discuss future work.
BROADBAND STATE PROPAGATORS
In this section we briefly review the structure of the broadband propagator employed in a model-based scheme [13] . It is well-known in ocean acoustics that the pressure-field solution to the Helmholtz equation undcr the appropriate assumptions can be expressed as the sum of normal modes [14] . This modal representation has been extended to include a broadband source, s ( t ) , with corresponding spectrum, Ss(w) [7-lo] . In this case, the ocean medium is specified by its Green's function (impulse response) which can be expressed in terms of t,he inherent normal modes spanning the water column and therefore the resulting pressure-field in the temporal frequency domain is given by which corresponds to a convolution of B(r, z, t) and s(t) in the time. domain.
Suppose we decompose the continuous source spectrum into a discrete spectrum using a discrete Fourier series representation, then it follows that at the qth source frequency, we have the water column at each frequency as well as the corresponding wave numbers (~~( m ,  2) ). Therefore, these variations imply that the state-space processor for the broadband case must also reflect these changes.
Including all of the temporal frequencies, {w,}, q = 1, . . . , Q, the overall broadband state-space propagator evolves as use the parameter "w" to signify the'entire set of diswhere s(wq) can be interpreted as a sing1e narrowband impu1se at wq with amp1itude Or Fourier coefficient, crete temporal frequencies,
The internal structure ofthis overall processor admits a, = AwlS(wq)l. Suppose that the broadband source is assumed to be bandlimited 
(4) where p is the acoustic pressure-field; a, is the source amplitude; ' H, is the zeroth order Hankel function; q L is the mth modal function evaluated at z and source depth z,; n,(m, q ) is the horizontal wave number associated with the mth mode; 6, is the vertical wave number; c is the depth-dependent sound speed profile; w, is the narrowband temporal source frequency, and r is the horizontal range.
We further assume an L-element vertical sensor array,
. , L and therefore, the pressurefield at the array for the qth temporal frequency becomes 0 '
with the pressure-field sensor measurement model given bY
As before in previous work [15] this deterministic model can be extended to a stochastic Gauss-Markov representation given by where Pm(r, ze, U,) E aq% ( 4 m , q)r) &(zs, w q ) is the mth-modal coefficient at the qth temporal frequency.
The next question of the broadband problem is, "how can this approach be used in a MBP solution?" It is well-known that the state-space propagators for the narrowband pressure-field can easily be obtained from a "depth only" model [15] . This model is valid for a single temporal frequency, and we would like to extend it to the broadband problem considering a set of temporal frequencies and associated amplitudes. We see from Ref. 13 that not only do the temporal frequencies (w,) change, but so do the number of modes (M,) spanning where w, v are additive, zero-mean gaussian noise sources with respective spectral covariance matrices RUlw(z,w), and FL,v(z,w). Next we develop the broadband model-based processor.
BROADBAND PROCESSING
The broadband pressure-field can be characterized by the function, p ( z , U). If we assume that the field is measured by a vertical array, then at each sensor the acquired time series is given by p (~, t ) . Clearly, this sensor measurement contains all of the information about the source, both temporally and spatially, but due to the complexity of this received data coupled with the noise, the required signal processing is quite a challenging problem. If we take the Fourier transform in the temporal domain, then the broadband source can be thought of as being viewed through a bank of narrowband temporal filters, that is, the broadband pressure-field surface or image is then given by: p ( z , w ) -+ p(ze,wg) ; for C = 1,. * , L, and q = 1,. . , Q. Once this surface is constructed, it is possible to infer other useful information about the dynamics of the ocean as well as the source. If we assume further that we have a shallow water environment characterized by trapped wave propagation, then we may represent the underlying Green's function or channel impulse response in terms of a normal-mode model. In this case it may also be of interest to observe the surface created by the various broadband modal functions, that is, as a function of temporal frequency, +,(ze, wq); for m = 1,. . -, Mq. It is clear that as we decompose this complex temporal pressure-field measurement into these narrow frequency bands, each band will contain oceanographical and source information. Thus, the problem that we address first here, is that of receiving a set of temporal noisy broadband pressure-field measurements and developing the enhancement necessary to construct the surfaces created by both the broadband pressure-field and modal functions.
In order to obtain the optimal (minimum error variance) estimator, we cast our problem into a probabilistic framework under these Gauss-Markov assumptions; therefore, our sequence of pressure-field measurements at each sensor are Fourier transformed to yield a discrete set of frequencies {U*}, q = 1, . . . , Q and the set of broadband sensor measurements, {p(ze7 w ) } , C = 1, -, L; p E CQxl. Note that the window length of the ( z e , w )~, -, l ( z e , w ) where the broadband modal estimation error is defined by -and the broadband innovation is + [ K(ze, w i ) . . . K(ze, W Q ) ] However, this relation suggests an efficient parallel, but suboptimal approach t o implementing this broadband estimator might be achieved by constructing a "local" narrowband processor for each wq and then combining their outputs to obtain the final broadband estimate, that is, &(zele,wq) = W 2 / e -l t w q ) + K( z e , w q ) 4 W J q ) , (34) where we have discarded the other 2Mq x 1 submatrices, Kqn(ze,wn) = 0 n # q. To see this recall that the broadband Kalman gain is calculated from Wze, w) = qzeje-1, w)CT(r,, zsr w)R,%e, U), (35) and if we now assume the parallel (suboptimal) form, then the covariance is assumed block diagonal 
K (~P , u ) =
It is interesting to return t o the optimal solution and note some of its features. First from the physics of the normal-mode model (narrowband temporal frequency), it is necessary to develop a bank of optimal narrowband estimators at each bin, wn so that the broadband estimate can be reconstructed from the optimal set, {p(wq)}, q = 1,. -. , Q over the array. Note also that the broadband modal ^estimates are also constructed in a similar manner as {+(zp, w~) } ,
Thus, our implementation of the optimal algorithm can be processed as a bank of narrowband model-based predictors combined during the correction phase of the algorithm to create the optimal broadband MAP estimator. The estimation algorithm then proceeds for each
Prediction:
{wq}, = 1, * * * , Q as: This completes the description of the basic broadband MBP. To implement this processor we must first narrowband filter the sensor temporal signals using the the DFT approach, that is, if we expand this equation over all frequencies, then using the DFT each of the narrowband frequency samples can be separated and used as input to the appropriate MBP. The overall broadband pressure-field can be reconstructed by replacing the noisy measurement p ( z~, w ) with the estimated or enhanced pressure-field, $(ztlp-1, U ) predicted by the MBP. If we employ the processor to "enhance" the noisy pressure-field measurements, then the corresponding output of the MBP is simply P(% U> = q r s , z s , 4 q z P l z e -1 , w )
with the extracted/enhanced modal function estimates given by &(ztlz [-l, w ) and of course, the corresponding innovations used to monitor the performance of the processor (see Ref. 13 for details). This completes the theoretical discussion of the development of the broadband model-based processor.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have developed the optimal Bayesian solution to the broadband pressure-field enhancement and modal function extraction (enhancement) problem. Modeling a shallow ocean environment by a normalmode propagator, we developed the broadband modelbased solution. We showed how each of the corresponding temporal frequency bands lead to an underlying state-space structure which is eventually used in the development of a forward propagator for simulation and the optimal processor for enhancement, when the underlying processes are modeled as Gauss-Markov. It was also shown how a suboptimal MBP could be constructed by ignoring matrix terms in the corresponding optimal error covariance matrix leading to a block diagonal gain matrix and an inherent parallel processor.
It is also interesting to note that from this particular approach, an optimal broadband "localizer" should follow immediately. Recall from Ref. 17 that an adaptive form of the MBP, the model-based identifier (MBID) could be designed to extract the so-called range-depth functions (modal coefficients) defined by where the position estimates, ( r s , z s ) , are the solution to minimizing a nonlinear least-squares cost, but this is the subject of future work.
